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Each drop of gas contains an all natural pharmacy. -- Danielle Sade Learn how to create natural
skin-care items by unlocking the therapeutic power of vegetation This comprehensive book
provides a prosperity of evidence-based info that provides a sensible and sound approach with
regards to creating your personal natural product formulas. With apparent and easy-to-follow
directions, you can create your personal signature products which will complement an all natural
lifestyle as well as meeting your own skincare needs. Creating Your Own Personal Care
Products Over one hundred (100) formulations with easy-to-follow guidelines on creating
products for the facial skin, body, bath, being pregnant and breastfeeding and personal
maintenance systems for men. Essential Natural oils 35 essential natural oils are presented
from Bergamot and Carrot Seed to Roman Chamomile. Danielle Sade, BSc, CAHP provides over
thirty years of knowledge teaching and practicing complementary health practices where she
creates educational certification programs in aromatherapy and in addition leads workshops in
making natural product formulations for personal and professional use. Plant butters such as
Shea butter and also organic infusions are also highlighted for their healing and therapeutic
properties. The Ingredients for Great SKINCARE Information on all the raw ingredients you'll
need to get started (clays, flours and grains) in addition to comprehensive info on the important
part of carrier natural oils. Discover all you need to know about essential oils like the
biosynthesis of essential oils, the genus and types in addition to a directory of the natural oils
best suited to your individual care and requirements. The Aromatherapy Beauty Information is
broken down into easy-to-digest sections: The Foundation Includes information on everything
from anatomy of the skin, the all important mind-body connection, the type of epidermis types
from dried out and sensitive epidermis to mixture and aging skin aswell the art of skin care and
creating your personal skin care apothecary -- all without chemicals and preservatives -- just the
old chemistry of essential oils. Danielle discusses the essential properties of 16 carrier oils like
Coconut Essential oil, Jojoba, and Marula Essential oil. Making your own natural botanical
lotions and lotions is surprisingly simple and incredibly satisfying -- you'll quickly be on the road
to recovery and living a more natural life style. Danielle was also inspired to write this book
because she herself has experienced skin sensitivities that didn't improve also after visits to
epidermis specialists and conventional therapies. It is the dynamics of the therapeutic activities
that form the building blocks in Danielle's successful method of skin care. The aromatic
molecules of a plant not merely have the power to shift the way you feel however the essential
natural oils from plants likewise have effective therapeutic properties. When the symptoms
didn't subside, she took issues into her personal hands and searched for a natural-medicine
healing strategy through essential oils. She's passionate about posting the sound scientific
basis upon which aromatherapy is built and making this invaluable information available to
everyone.
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Just the facts Excellent information. It really is complete of great step by step recipes and it
generally does not stop there. It is beautifully illustrated and well-organized. Tells you those to
stay from in case you are pregnant or which ones might cause image sensitivity to UV light and
shouldn't be utilised without wearing sunscreen. Very easy to find the thing you need and has
great info. In case you are thinking about making lotions, soaps, face serums or that kind of
thing I recommend this book, nonetheless it is also a great book for people who are just
interested in finding out more about a few of the ingredients your current products might have
and just why you may or may not want to use them. Wonderful book with plenty of useful info.
Goodness. Oh. My. After reading articles by a well known aromatherapist I ordered this and
three other books. This book is fantastic. It has a wealth of information about essential oils,
carrier natural oils, and suggestions for use when making personal care items. Lets you know
what elements are in different essential oils and carrier natural oils like jojoba. I just received
this today, but I've already made substantial headway in discovering it. Buy It is great! I have
utilized this as a reference many times! I've made approximately ten different products and each
one was beautiful and very luxurious. I've recently started making my own body care products
and most of the books about important oils are pretty anecdotal (lavender is supposed to
become calming and that kind of thing) but this book has scientific info in it. Best publication
ever and I've many Aromatherapy and natural skin care In an environment of DIY and the
explosion of MLM therefore much incorrect information available , that is an excellent resource !
It actually has recipes for different organs such as for example, kidney, liver, heart, etc.An ideal
gift for any aromatherapist or anyone thinking about making lotions and personal care products.
An absolute must have book! An absolute must have book for any do-it yourself formulators of
personal care products. There is terrific info on the chemical parts - the science behind the
elements- that's easy to comprehend. That is my new favorite essential oils book! This reserve
will become useful for both newbies and experts alike. Aromatherapy Guide Excellent articles
and information Great book for quality recipes to build upon Great book for recipes to build
upon. Danielle Sade completely clarifies the chemistry behind the elements (the essential oils
and carrier natural oils) and the guidelines are obvious and concise. I have a whole lot of books
and this is a go to as a reference guide. The quality recipes are easy to follow. I recommend this
book. Ideal for beginners and experienced formulators This is a fantastic book full of need to
know information on everything you have to formulate your own plant based personal care
products. I use it as a guide book to create healthy products for my family. I can already see I will
be referring back again to this often. It's packed with information on a ton of other activities:
essential oils, carriers, butters and when you might want to use them. Instead of searching the
internet for information, I would recommend this book ! It's Crystal clear and concise and very
easy to understand ! Fantastic and comprehensive info all in one place! Paula B Certified
Massage Therapist and Certified Aromatherapist Five Stars a good addition to my small
collection of books on essential natural oils and Aromatherapy! Four Stars simple and handy
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